VIDEOGRAPHY DETAILS
Coverage:
We usually like to start capturing the day’s event a few hours prior to the ceremony. 2-3 hours is average. Our team will arrive to
your Hotel Room, House, Church or any other location to capture these special moments: Location, décor, details, makeup and
photo session. Remember, we’re telling a story and most of the time you want to build the anticipation to the emotional peak.
Our coverage will continue during the ceremony, formal photo session, cocktail hour and reception. Travel time is included in the
coverage and coverage is continuous. We always recommend staying until we capture all the reception formalities and some of
the dancing as well. If you have a formal sendoff we recommend staying for that. No better way to end your wedding movie : )
Videographers:
Our packages have 1, 2 or 3 videographers. Sometimes we work together in the same location, but if logistics of location, travel
or coverage don’t allow for this, then yes we split up. The difference between 2 and 3 videographers is variety. Another way to
see it is video A for bride, video B for groom and video C for everything else, but the most important difference is that the third
videographer will provide more creative shots using drones, stabilizers and sliders. Basically the third videographer is there to
capture cinematic scenes and perspectives. In other words, the award-winning shots!
Wireless Microphones:
During the Ceremony we will have 2-3 audio recording devices set throughout the location to capture, voices, readings and
music. The most important one will go on the Grooms. This wireless transmitter will send an audio signal to our camera. The
audio will not be heard by the audience. It will only be used for your wedding video and will help us hear the vows, the ring
exchange and everything you say to each other during the ceremony. It’s only used during the ceremony.
Highlights/Cinematic:
These are the summary versions. Usually between 5-15 minutes long and with music background. Please note you are
responsible for music copyrights. The summary version is by far the most watched part of the wedding video and where we
separate ourselves from the competition. With our state-of-the-art gear (4k cameras, gopros, sliders, stabilizers, quadcopters) we
can capture scenes and perspectives only used by Hollywood movie companies. Having these toys is a great advantage, but
without our 15 years of experience, editing techniques, passion, vision and artistry, we wouldn’t be able to provide these very
unique and cinematic wedding movies. This version is provided on Blu-ray disc and also online to share with the world!
Documentary:
This is a full (60-120 minutes) documentary version. Relive the full ceremony/reception with processional, vows, rings, toasts and
speeches. Definitely worth watching! Ceremony includes: Processional, Readings, Vows, Ring Exchange, Unity Candle,
Pronouncement, Kiss and Recessional. Reception includes: Intro, Formal Dances, Cake, Toast, Bouquet, Garter and Sendoff.
Having the summary versions is great, but having both versions is a much better representation. Because of the length of these
videos, this version will only be provided on Blu-ray disc.
Guest Comments:
By request only. Let us know if you want us to ask your friends and family to share a few words on camera during the reception.
Blu-Ray Discs:
These High Definition Blu-ray discs will contain the highlight version, then the full version ceremony and the full version
reception. Average duration of all is 90-120 minutes. The discs will also have custom made interactive menus pinpointing
chapters for easy navigation to those special moments of your wedding day. In addition, we will also provide elegant protective
cases with photo insert slots. Note: You will need a Blu-Ray player to view these discs.
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